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The smartest a i als o   far  are t my bees (although they possess the genius of the algorithm). 

It’s ot the ho ses or the goats or even the dogs. The barn cat is pretty smart, but only in fairly limited 

circumstances, and the house cats are useless. Obviously it’s ot the sheep or the chickens. Nope, the 

s artest a i als o   far  are t reall  o   far  at all. The re the o otes ho li e i  the oods. 

My favorite example? We have a really ig i isi le fe e for the dogs … o ers a out fi e a res. Yes, my 

farm is a great pla e to e a dog. For those of ou ho are t fa iliar ith the te h olog  of the i isi le 
fe e, it s a uried ire that tra s its a sig al to a receiver placed on your dog s ollar. Whe  the dog 
gets lose to the ire, the re ei er starts to eep, a d he  the dog gets all the a  to the fe e  

ou dar , the re ei er ge erates a s all ele tri  zap. I k o , I k o  … it s egati e rei for e e t a d 
it s a sho k ollar a d all that. Do t are. It s fa tasti  for us a d our dogs. But hether it s a s art dog 
like Maggie the Ger a  “hepherd or a … shall e sa  … spe ial  dog like “a  the “heltie, after a few 

weeks (Maggie) or a few hours (Sam) they will forget where the fence exists if they stop wearing the collar. 

Not so the coyotes. 

The coyotes know *exactly* where the invisible fence begins and ends, without the benefit of *ever* 

wearing a shock collar. How do I know? Because they intentionally leave their scat on their side of the 

http://www.epsilontheory.com/three-body-problem/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/clever-hans/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/sheep-logic/
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invisible fence, creating a demilitarized zone as 

precise and as well-observed as anything on the 

Korean peninsula. Occasionally a coyote will try to 

test our dogs by leaving its scat juuusst over the line 

on our side of the DMZ. Our dogs, of course, just 

blithely ignore the provocation, not even knowing 

that the re ei g halle ged. My dogs are the 

Roadrunner in some real-life Looney Tunes 

competition with Wile E. Coyote, super-genius. The 

coyotes are scheming; my dogs have no idea what 

scheming is.  

I feel bad for the real-life coyotes in exactly the same way that 7-year-old me felt bad for Wile E. Coyote 

and 30-year-old me felt bad for The Brain (not a coyote, of course, but still). They put SO MUCH EFFORT 

into their plans and machinations for taking over the world, and it all comes to naught in a world of 

Roadrunners, Pinkys, and dogs like my Sam the Sheltie. 

I see myself in the coyotes. So do most people reading this note, I bet. 

Brain:  Pi k , are ou po deri g hat I  po deri g? 

Pinky:  I think so, Brain, but if Jimmy cracks corn and no 

one cares, why does he keep doing it?  

Brain:  Pi k , are ou po deri g hat I  po deri g? 

Pinky:  I think so, Brain, but Pete Rose? I mean, can we 

trust him?  

Brain:  Pinky, are you pondering hat I  po deri g? 

Pinky:  I think so, Brain, but culottes have a tendency to 

ride up so.  

Brain:  Pi k , are ou po deri g hat I  po deri g? 

Pinky:  I think so, Brain, but if ou repla e the P  ith a  
O ,  a e ould e Oi k , ould t it?  

For the canonical compilation of all Pinky and the Brain po de i g  uotes, see Ri ha d Wata a e’s agiste ial site. 

 

The truth is that domestication makes any animal dumb. You name the species — dogs, cats, cows, horses, 

sheep, pigs — hu a  sele tio  o  ta e ess  for thousa ds of ears a u ulates a ide arra  of traits, 

including floppier ears, shorter snouts, hair color variability and the like, most likely based on more basic 

inherited alterations in certain stem cell and stress hormone production patterns (see Domesticated: 

Evolution in a Man-Made World, by Richard Francis, for a great read on all this). Different species show 

these external traits to different degrees. But the trait that ALL domesticated species demonstrate 

relative to their wild species is a smaller brain. I d et it s happe i g ith hu a s, too, ut that s just an 

observation for another day. 

http://www-hsc.usc.edu/~rwatanab/ponderin.htm
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Unfortunately, coyotes are too smart for their own good. They are, to use the wonderful Brit phrase, too 

clever by half. They are, to use a post-modern, TV reality show lingo, not good in the meta-game. And the 

meta-game has turned against the coyotes with a vengeance. 

Case in point — in our pre-farm life, where we had a yard like any other yard and were part of a 

neighborhood like any other neighborhood, we still had run-ins with coyotes. There were three or four of 

them roaming around one fall, coming in from the local nature preserve, and it became something of an 

issue in our small town. Warnings went out on mom chat groups not to let your small children play outside 

alone, much less your small dog or cat (yes, this was back in the day when it was not a blatant act of animal 

cruelty in Fairfield County, Connecticut to let your house cat go outside when it wished). Fortunately, clear 

instructions were provided through various channels as to how to protect your family. 

Do ’t yell at the oyotes. Half fill an empty coffee can with loose change and shake it at 

them. This will frighten them and they will run off. 

Again, this is Fairfield County, Connecticut, where even owning a BB gun is enough to earn a lifetime ban 

from any play dates for your kids. It s a far cry from growing up in Alabama like me or Texas like my wife, 

ut he  i  ‘o e … 

A few afternoons later the coyotes came wandering around our yard. We had (very) small kids at the time. 

So my wife dutifully brought out the coffee can she had prepared, and rushed out into the yard to confront 

the coyotes, shaking the coffee can like a madwoman. At which point the lead coyote, a female we think, 

sloooowly looked up a d just stared at  ife. It as t s ared. It as t frighte ed. It re og ized 
immediately that there was absolutely zero danger posed by this human female gesticulating wildly and 

making a bizarre la ki g sou d ith her ha ds. The essage fro  that o ote s stare as lear — is that 

all you got? Really? Almost derisively, the lead coyote sloooowly turned around and sauntered back 

towards the woods, leading the others away. 

It was an alpha move. Smart, cool, totally in command. I’  lea i g e ause I a t to, at my own speed, 

and only e ause you’re a oyi g e with that ridiculous noise, ot e ause I’  s ared.  

It was also a really dumb move for the meta-game. 

What s the eta-ga e? It s the ga e of ga es. It s the larger so ial ga e where this little game of 

aggression and dominance with my wife played out. The meta-game for coyotes is how to stay alive in 

pockets of dense woods while surrounded by increasingly domesticated humans who are increasingly 

fearful of anything and everything that is actually untamed and natural. A strategy of Skirmish and 

scheming feints and counter-feints is something that coyotes are really good at. The  ill i  every 

time they play this individual mini-game with domesticated dogs and domesticated humans shaking 

coffee cans half-filled with coins. But it is a suicidal strategy for the meta-game. As in literally suicidal. As 

in you will be killed by the animal control officer who HATES the idea of taking you out but is REQUIRED 

to do it e ause there s a  a gr  posse of fa ilies ho just o ed i to to  fro  the it  a d are AGHAST 

at the notion that they share these woods with creatures that actually have fangs and claws. 

The smartest play for coyotes in the meta-game is never to Skirmish with humans. Never. And if you find 

yourself in a Skirmish-with-Humans game, then the smart play is to act scared, to run away at top speed 
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from a jangling coffee can. But no, coyotes are too clever by half, plenty smart enough to understand and 

master the reality of their immediate situation, but nowhere near smart enough to understand or 

withstand the reality of their larger situation. It s their ature to pla  the s he i g i i-ga e. The  a t 
help the sel es. A d that s h  the o otes al a s lose. It’s alwa s the eta-game that gets you. 

Okay, Ben, entertaining as ever, but where are you going with all this? 

Almost there. Before I pull this charming discussion of too clever by half coyotes back into the real world 

of arkets, there s o e other (supposedly) clever, non-domesticated animal I need to introduce into this 

story. That s the raccoon. 

Coyotes have a roguish charm and bring something interesting to the world with their independence and 

scheming. Raccoons are simply criminals. A d the re ot that s art. I d put our ar  at up agai st a 
raccoon any day on any sort of cognitive test. We think raccoons are clever because they have those 

anthropomorphic paws and those cute little masks and even a Marvel superhero with its own toy line, but 

please. Raccoons are takers, ot s he ers. The re killers, often for the sheer hell of it. Raccoons steal 

and kill way beyond what they need, and they do so in a totally wanton, non-clever way. I hate raccoons. 

 

When they push their scheming and stealing too far, coyotes and raccoons ALWAYS end up getting killed 

by the farmer — regretfull  i  the ase of o otes, re orselessl  i  the ase of ra oo s. It s ot a ute 
Looney Tunes death, either. There s o little puff of s oke a d i ediate rei ar atio  for these Wile E. 
Coyotes and Rocket Raccoons. Just blood and sadness.  

That s true o  the far  a d it s true i  the real orld, too. And that s ho  we pull this allegory together. 

Every truly disruptive discovery or innovation in history is the work of coyotes. It s al a s the o -

domesticated schemers who come up with the Idea That Changes Things. We all know the type. Many of 

the readers of this note ARE the type. 

Financial innovation is no exception. And this is Reason #1 why financial innovation ALWAYS ends in 

tears, because coyotes are too clever by half. They figure out a brilliant way to win at the mini-game that 

the re i ersed i , a d the  ig ore the eta-game. Eventually the meta-game blows up on them, and 

the re toast.  
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Reason #2? Financial innovation, more than any other sort of innovation, attracts the raccoons — con 

men and hucksters at best, outright thieves at worst. They infest financial innovation. A d the  a t 
o trol the sel es, so the  al a s push it too far. The re e er o te t ith steali g a little. Or even a 

lot. No, raccoons want it ALL. 

Example, please. 

Financial innovation is always and in all ways one of two things — a new way of securitizing something 

or a new way of leveraging something.  

Securitization is a ten-dollar word that means associating something in the real world (a cash flow from a 

debt, an ownership interest in a company, a deed on a property, a distributed ledger mathematical 

calculation, etc.) with a piece of paper that can be bought and sold separately from that real world thing.  

Leverage is a ten-dollar word that means borrowed money.  

That s it. The e’s othi g ew u de  the su . Finding new ways to trade things (securitization) or new 

ways to borrow money on things (leverage) is what financial innovation is all about, and there are vast 

riches awaiting the clever coyotes who can come up with a useful scheme on either. 

The biggest market disasters happen when both leverage and securitization get mixed up with the same 

clever scheme, as when new ways of leveraging and securitizing U.S. residential mortgages were 

developed in 2001, resulting in the creation of a $10 trillion asset class that utterly collapsed during the 

Great Financial Crisis. There were a lot of coyotes involved in so gargantuan an Idea That Changes Things, 

but most illustrative for these purposes is the Gaussian Copula formula published by David Li in 2000, the 

te h olog  hi h allo ed the se uritizatio  of prett  u h a  mortgage portfolio (prior to this most 

se uritizatio  as li ited to o for i g  ortgages se uritized  Fa ie Mae a d other go er e t-

sponsored mortgage agencies) and also the leveraging of those securities through tranching (splitting up 

the security into still more securities, each of which can be used as collateral for more borrowing, 

particularly those tranches with higher credit ratings). I rote a it a out the Gaussia  Copula i  Magical 

Thinking , a d if you want to learn more ou a t do etter tha  Feli  “al o s 2009 Wired magazine 

article — The Formula That Broke Wall Street  — still my all-time favorite piece of financial market 

journalism.  

Here s the core Gaussian Copula code and a headshot of the OG coyote himself, 

David Li: 

 

The formula does t look like much, does it? But this little equation made billions of dollars in profits for 

Wall Street through hundreds of clever coyote schemes. More than a few raccoons got involved along the 

way. And then it broke the world in 2008.  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/magical-thinking/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/magical-thinking/
http://www.wired.com/2009/02/wp-quant/
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It’s what I’ll all coyote-math . The math behind blockchain and Bitcoin the Gaussian Copula and non-

agency residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) is undeniable. It is a mathematical certainty that 

these se urities ork . Unless, of course, you have a government-led chilling effect on exchanges and 

network transactions a nationwide decline in U.S. home prices, in which case Bitcoin non-agency RMBS 

does t ork at all. 

So what will does the aftermath of this classic example of financial innovation gone awry look like? 

Blockchain The Gaussia  Copula is still arou d. These thi gs do t get u -i e ted, a d it s still a er  
useful piece of code for certain applications. The truth about blockchain the Gaussia  Copula is that it s 
an Idea That Changes Things In a Modest Way, not an Idea That Cha ges E er thi g. It s a oder  
algorithmic twist on letters of credit portfolio risk, and there are a few interesting uses for that. Just a 

fe , ut that s oka . That s still important. Just not as important as HODLers Wall Street thought it was. 

As for the primary financial application that blockchain the Gaussian Copula spawned, Bitcoin non-agency 

RMBS is still around, too. The securitization of distributed ledger calculations non-conforming mortgages 

is something that market participants still want and still trade. It will NEVER be a $10 trillion asset class 

again, because the inherent flaws of this security have been well revealed. Turns out that Bitcoin a AAA-

rated tranche of Alt-A ortgages as t the store of alue that o ote- ath pro ed  it as, to the 
detriment of individual institutional investors who put a significant portion of their portfolio into these 

securities, and to the ruin of those who used leverage to acquire these securities. 

Many of the coyotes involved with this classic example of financial innovation gone awry are 

(professionally) dead. At the very least careers were permanently derailed, and entire coyote institutions, 

like Bear Stearns, were taken out into the street and shot in the head by animal control officers were 

merged into healthier financial institutions by government regulators as an example to other coyote 

institutions as a necessary measure for systemic stability. I miss Bear Stearns. The world is a poorer place 

for Bear Stearns not being in it. 

Surprisingly few of the raccoons involved are (professionally) dead. In fact, more than a few of the 

financial hucksters involved with the run-up to the Great Financial Crisis are back to their old tricks with 

cryptocurrencies whatever the latest coyote innovation might be. This makes me VERY angry, and 

probably colors my view on blockchain financial innovation more generally. I ould t iss the ra oo s 
for a second if the animal control officers took them out, but somehow they never do. 

And that brings me to what is personally the most frustrating aspect of all this. The inevitable result of 

financial innovation gone awry, which it ALWAYS does, is that it ALWAYS ends up empowering the 

State. And not just empowering the State, but empowering the State in a specific way, where it becomes 

harder and harder to be a non-domesticated, clever coyote, even as the non-clever, criminal raccoons 

flourish.  

That s ot a  a ide t. The “tate does t reall  are a out the ra oo s, pre isel  e ause the re NOT 
clever. The State — particularly the Nudging State — cares very much about co-opting an Idea That 

Changes Things, whether it changes things in a modest way or massively. It cares very much about coyote 

population control.  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/the-effete-rebellion-of-bitcoin/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/clever-hans/
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When coyotes play the Skirmish ga e, that’s all the e use the “tate eeds to o e swooping in. And 

that’s e a tl  what is happening with Bitcoin what happened with non-agency RMBS. 

What s the alter ati e to pla i g “kir ish i  the eta-game?  

It’s this: to be an arborist. 

It’s this: to be as wise as serpents and as harmless as doves. 

Coyotes can change the world. Coyotes WILL change the world. But not if they misplay the meta-game. 

Not if they hang out with raccoons. Not if they fetishize ANY financial instrument as an intrinsic aspect of 

a o it e t to li ert  a d justi e for all. Be ause it s ot. 

Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s. Wise words 2,000 years ago. Wise words today. 

 

Sign up here: www.epsilontheory.com/contact 

OR send an email to ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com with your name, email address, and company 

affiliation (optional). 

There is no charge to subscribe to Epsilon Theory and your email address will not be shared  

with anyone. 

Join the conversation on Twitter and follow me @EpsilonTheory or connect with me on LinkedIn. 

Subscribe & listen to Epsilon Theory podcasts on iTunes, Stitcher, or stream them from 

our website. 

To unsubscribe from Epsilon Theory: 

Send an email to ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com with unsubscribe  in the subject line. 

  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/the-arborist/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/sheep-logic/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/contact/
mailto:ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com?subject=Subscribe
https://twitter.com/EpsilonTheory
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bhunt
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/epsilon-theory-podcast/id1107682538?mt=2
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/salient-partners/epsilon-theory-podcast
http://www.epsilontheory.com/search-posts/?category=podcast
mailto:ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com?subject=Unsubscribe
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DISCLOSURES 

This commentary is being provided to you by individual personnel of Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates ( Salient ) and is 
provided as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The opinions expressed in these materials 

represent the personal views of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinions of Salient. It is not investment 

research or a research recommendation, as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as 

a result of information contained in this document is ultimately your responsibility. Salient will not accept liability for any loss or 

damage, including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such 

information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It must be noted, that no one can 

accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past performance is 

not a guarantee of future results. 

Salient is not responsible for any third-party content that may be accessed through this web site. The distribution or 

photocopying of Salient information contained on or downloaded from this site is strictly prohibited without the express 

written consent of Salient. 

Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements. 

The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results 

or occurrences may differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee 

that any predictions will come to pass. The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market 

and other factors. Salient disclaims any obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views 

expressed herein. 

This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Any offering or solicitation will be 

made only to eligible investors and pursuant to any applicable Private Placement Memorandum and other governing 

documents, all of which must be read in their entirety. 

Salient commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons 

who receive it. Salient recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and 

encourage investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will 

depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. 

Epsilon Theory commentary is a copyright of Salient Partners, L.P., all rights reserved. All commentary published before 

December 9, 2013 was prior to Epsilon Theory author W. Ben Hunt’s affiliation with Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates and does 
not reflect the opinions of Salient. 


